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2011 Midyear Report

Quickdraw Climbing Club

So far… 2011 has been a pretty busy year for us with all our climbers
training hard and climbing so well in all the competitions that have
taken place as well as climbing for fun indoors and outdoors. In
addition to that, the club is steadily taking in new members who
continue to add to our breadth and depth of climbing talent and
potential.
We’ve had numerous coaching sessions, kicked off a club day where
we just hang out and have fun and started heading back outdoors
again for the first time in a while. On the YCS side the number of
Quickdraw climbers gaining places on the Scotland South Youth
Climbing squad is quite possibly the highest it has even been, with
Quickdraws taking 15 of the 18 places available!
We have put this midyear report together for two reasons…
1. To help us explain to you how well we have done this year
2. To explain what we plan to do for the remainder of this year
The report has many great articles written by our climbers giving us
an insight into their personal experiences being in the club, taking
part in the coaching and mentoring sessions and also what it’s been
like taking part in competitions at home and abroad. There’s some
other stuff written by our Committee and Associate members too. I
do hope you enjoy reading about what we’ve have done up until
now, which in my own mind is totally awesome and as we move
through the holiday period into the remainder of 2011 look forward
to having more fun crushing routes!

George Whyte
Chairman

1. Introduction
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The day before the trip… was wet and I wasn’t sure if it was going ahead. When I woke
up on Sunday it looked quite cloudy and I was hopeful that it was going to be a good
day but by the time we arrived at the car park, the sun was shining. In the end it turned
out to be a beautiful day.
We arrived around 10am and met with the instructors. From the Car Park there is a
short ten minute walk to the climbs. Kirrie Hill is an old quarry, holding over seventy
bolted routes. The quarry faces south so we get the sun all day long and it’s also very
sheltered. The routes range from 8 to 15 metres and the rock is mainly sandstone which
gives good friction for the feet, unless the rock is wet. There are a wide range of routes
from F3+ to F7a+, so there is a route for everyone - even the parents!
In the morning, most of us warmed up on three top-roped routes which have all been
set up by the instructors. These are F5+, F6a+ and F6b, followed up by a few easy leads.
The 5+ is a corner route, the 6a+ has a strenuous over-hanging move at the top and the
6b is a more delicate climb involving a layback.

At lunch we sunbathed and had a well earned rest. Whilst eating, we were entertained
by Gary Drummond’s usual jovial banter!
I spent most of the afternoon with Jamie Drummond, red-pointing an F6C route and
coach Mark McGowan. The first move is a tricky stretch to the left which is stressful
because it’s not very far off the ground. The next 5m are easy before a mantelshelf
move onto a small ledge. After edging left comes the crux of the climb which involves
two pocket moves, the second of which takes only two fingers. The last move is a pull
onto the final ledge which is considerably easier than the crux.
I learned that red-pointing is really useful for improving your outdoor grades. I also now
know that my fingers are not as strong as I would like them to be. The other important
thing I learned is that outdoor climbing can improve your indoor climbing and
particularly your footwork.
At the end of the day there was a barbeque which I missed because I had to get back to
Edinburgh. At the end of the day, I was shattered but I had a great day luckily I managed
to a nice snooze in the car on the way back.
Rebecca Smith
Climber

2. Events… Outdoor Club Days
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We began… the year with our first Club Day indoors at “home” in EICA Ratho. These events are targeted at the kids and parents having “fun” in
a club environment as opposed to the more focused training/coaching days. The club day is deliberately unstructured but despite that there
was still plenty of climbing and socialising. Many of the parents made first-time introductions and those newer to the club learned about how
the club runs and different events held over the year. During the summer months we moved outside for our “away” club days but as the
seasons change back to less clement weather, we’ll be heading back indoors for more home days.

Future club day options have been discussed ranging from on-sight training days with routes and boulder-problems sponsored by QDCC to a
club competition or even an inter-club league where the kids will be able to enter their progress in a web-based table. Later this year we have
planned our Academy sessions as part of our “home” indoor days, which will cover injury and avoidance, nutrition and mental preparation for
climbing or competition. We are always looking for new ideas for our club days, so please contact any of our committee or climbing team
members if you have something you’d like to do!
Dave Brown
Climbing Team Steering Group
Club Day Events Organiser

2. Events… Indoor Club Days
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Guppies… What are guppies?
Yes they are a type of climbing hold but in Ratho
they also are the up and coming youngsters in
the Quickdraw Climbing Club who Rachel Carr
and myself (Eleanor Hopkins) had the great
opportunity to coach monthly. It was a fantastic
experience for the guppies as well as the coaches
and both teams gained greatly from it.
This year the guppies so far are Emma, Declan,
Hannah, Natasha and Amelia. We started of by
asking them what they would like the session to
include. Of course, it was still freezing cold in the
arena so bouldering was the more popular
choice! Every session we would have one or two
main aims, e.g. footwork, on-sight practice or
thinking about different sequences on routes or
boulders.
Along with these main points Rachel and I would
include games and different activities so the
sessions still would have the main emphasis on
fun but include learning and progressing your
climbing at the same time. The sessions were a
great success and both the coaches and guppies
enjoyed them greatly.
Eleanor Hopkins
Team GB Climber and QD Mentor

2. Events… Guppies Mentoring
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I joined… Quickdraw in April 2011. It has been a
great experience. Quickdraw is a great way to make
new friends and have fun climbing with others.
I really like the Quickdraw kit. You can always see lots
of Quickdraw members at Ratho in their black or red
hoodies. The Quickdraws are always really friendly
and helpful. I was on holiday in Dunkeld at Easter
time and was asked about the club by a lady because
I was wearing my T-shirt. She said she had heard a lot
of good things about the club.
The Quickdraw Club has been a great opportunity to
watch other more experienced climbers and learn
more climbing technique with the mentoring
sessions. My mentoring sessions have been with
Jonny Field, Natalie Berry and once with Ruairidh
Mackenzie. Jonny has taught me how to read routes
and practice with bouldering projects.
Ruairidh showed me that climbing 5% faster on
tougher routes is a good way to improve. I like to
stay longer after the mentoring sessions and do more
bouldering problems with some of the other
members.
I've improved two grades since April this year. I've
not been able to go on any club away days yet
because of holidays but have heard they are really
good fun and a great way to do more real rock
climbing.
The Quickdraw Club has also been really useful for
the YCS competitions because I obtained lots of
tips. It has also been really good to cheer on other
club members and competitors.
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I am glad I joined Quickdraw and am looking forward
to more sessions after summer.
Connor Moore
Climber

2. Events… Snappers Coaching and Mentoring
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This… was my first year working with the Quickdraw Club and I have very
much enjoyed it. At first I found it a little challenging working with a large
number of kids but I quickly got used to it as I got to know the kids a lot
better and began to feel a lot more comfortable working with them. For the
first meet of the year Nat and I devised a session which allowed us to
assess the kids and see what different levels they all were at so we could
create appropriate programs to cater for them all in the sessions to come.
The next month we ran a technical coaching session to help them improve
their basic technique for climbing. It was great to see the kids learning from
these sessions as I think it is one of the most important things to teach in
climbing before anything else (and is something that is often missed out
when dealing with new/younger climbers.)
For the first session in which Nat and I joined up with Ruairidh’s group, Nat
and I first talked to the kids about preparing for competitions and coping
with the stressful situations of comps. Ruairidh then taught them how to
belay dynamically (which is a very useful skill to have) and they practiced
this while Nat and I got them on comp style routes to prepare them for the
upcoming YCS competitions.
We also ran a session the day after the SYCCs and got the kids back on the
routes they had failed on the day before to allow them to work out what
they did wrong, learn from their mistakes and improve on their previous
attempts. This is great for their confidence and a really important thing to
do as most of them would never have got back on the routes if they
weren’t pushed to.
I also had a session when Nat and Ruairidh were away where I ran a
program about how to structure a bouldering session. I feel all the kids
learnt something about how it is important to have a plan for each time
they come in and not just to come in and climb about a bit on the boulders.
I feel Nat and I have worked very well together, collaborating ideas to make
up programs for the sessions and managing to keep the kids’ interest
throughout the day’s training. It is amazing to see all the kids growing and
improving and it is great for Nat and I to be able to pass on all our
knowledge and experience to the next generation of competition climbers!
Jonny Field
Team GB Member and QD Mentor
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This… has been my 3rd year working with the Quickdraw Club, and it
amazes me how much the kids and the club have developed over the
years. It's equally amazing (and a bit scary!) to see how much the kids
have grown since I first started working with them!
This year fellow British Team member Jonny Field and Ruairidh
Mackenzie have also been on board to assist with the mentoring
sessions and together we have enjoyed planning and preparing our
coaching and thinking of new ideas to bring to the club.
Our first session involved a kind of "assessment" of the kids' levels
after the summer period, and an introduction to welcome new
members to the group. Ruairidh and Jonny instantly seemed to fit
right in with the club and I reckon we made a good trio of coaches
Perhaps the most memorable of our sessions was the "falling
practice" day - when Ruairidh surprised the kids by dropping a rope
bag off the top of the old competition wall to demonstrate how
important it is to be an attentive belayer! Jonny also demonstrated a
massive lead fall in order to reassure the kids that falling is (relatively)
safe. Nice one Jonny!
In our other sessions we covered areas such as technique, footwork
and balance, route-reading and competition tactics. All the kids had
something to learn but also something to give back to the club
through helping each other and suggesting ideas through feedback
sheets. The no-handed slab climbing with tennis balls in the hands
proved to be a challenging yet popular exercise, and games of add-on
always reached exciting finishes!
Unfortunately I was unable to attend any Club Days and outdoor
meets but this is something I hope to get involved with.
For the next year the club has new ideas and new members - I can't
wait to get back into the mentoring sessions and continue to work
with psyched kids and coaches!
Natalie Berry
Team GB Member and QD Mentor
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I woke up at 5.30… shocked that I felt like I’d had a decent sleep for once. I was feeling quite relaxed about everything as I wasn't expecting
to do well as it was my first national finals. When we got to EICA we signed in and then went downstairs. Me, Gabs and Keira,
all Quickdraws, did a warm up before the group one to make sure we were fully warm ready for the awesome routes that the guys at
Ratho had set.
After the group warm up which was surprisingly good with the amount of people there they had to handle we went straight to do our first
route. Jodie (another Quickdraw!) was the demonstrator. Everyone topped out even when there was spinning hold, which Eilidh managed
to power on through. Next we went on to do our second route, which I was dreading as it was a 7a+, which Geek had set (never a good
start). And I was going first! I was really not happy about this but at least it meant I didn't have to go first on anything else. When I
looked at the climb to search for a crux I found a sloper section that consisted of about 4 slopers all with massive gaps in between. Although
the angle of the wall wasn't bad you had to stand up on a feature that is only possible to fit one of my fingers on.
As I started the climb it wasn't bad but as I continued up it got harder and harder. There was no definite hard bit until the crux but although
the actual moves weren't too hard the angle got steeper towards the top and they were all big rock-overs. When I reached the crux I was
really pumped and I realised I wouldn't be able to get to the top. I kept on pushing myself and as I slapped for a sloper there was an urge for
me to grab the bolthole. I wasn't sure whether that would be cheating so I decided to go for the actual hold. It was rubbish but I managed to
stay there long enough to move off it and get an extra point. Everyone did really well but Eilidh managed to get the furthest.
After doing our first and second boulder problems we went to do our last boulder. This was a traverse along the bottom of EICA’s hanger
comp wall. It was probably about a V4 as it was sequency and powerful. Me and Gabs got the furthest I think but it was really close so it was
hard to tell. We were really ahead of time and when we went to do our last route we were about an hour and a half further on than the boys
14-16 category. For this route we were allowed to use features for our hands and feet, which was really helpful. On one of the moves you
had to use the arête with your right hand to be able to work your feet up enough to go for the next hold. Most people tried to go up without
it and it didn't work. Emily noticed this and tried using the arête. She got really close but unfortunately she missed but she got closer than
everyone else. Everyone that tried it that way after her got it with Gabs getting the furthest, me getting the second furthest and Keira
getting the third furthest.
After about an hour and a half Gabs, Keira and me had to go into isolation as we had all come in the top three. As I had never been in
isolation before I was really nervous but once we got in it wasn't too bad. When Geek got us all out to look at the route we all had the same
route including the 17-19 year olds! It looked incredibly technical but it didn't look too reachy for once. Everyone’s hands started going as
we were all trying to figure out the best way to do it. The two minutes were over fast and before we new it Keira was called out to go.
Whilst Keira was climbing me and Gabs were warming up ready to go. I actually quite liked the tension of not knowing how well Keira was
doing.
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Next it was my turn. I powered my way through the first section, which was full of tiny crimps. Then as I got further up the climb it became
more powerful. I was starting to get tired and as I worked my way towards what I thought was the crux I was getting increasingly so. When I
got to it I felt reasonably confident and slapped up to this horrible chalk covered sloper off two okay edges. I felt my hands slide off it and I
was off. It was Gabs next and it felt really awkward watching as I obviously wanted to win yet I wanted her to get as far as she could as well.
She was cruising the first section and it looked liked she would stay on forever. She was just about to get the last hold before the crux and
she dyno’d missing the hold out. She was really close to touching the sloper too but just missed it. I felt a surge of happiness and relief. I had
come first!
When the winners were announced it was really good there were three Quickdraws on the same podium. Keira in third, Gabs in second and
me in first.

Kirsten Gray
Climber

2. Events… Youth Climbing Series
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The British Final… was held at Wolf Mountain in
Wolverhampton. The wall was quite small, but they
had built a boulder wall outside. On the day it was
good to meet up with the rest of the Scotland South
team. It was very busy in the wall and there wasn’t
much room.
Each category was split into two groups. My group
started on the boulders. I was happy to get my first
boulder climbed. The second boulder problem was
on the outside wall and very hard. It was wet outside
so everyone was careful to keep their shoes dry. No
one topped this problem! Then we moved and had
to climb routes 1 and 2. I started on route 2 which
had a hard big move at the top – but this turned out
to be the easiest of the three routes. After topping
route 2, I moved on to route 1 which was very tricky
and technical especially at the top. I was very
pleased to top this.
After a break my group climbed boulder 3. I had to
climb this problem first and did it! My Mum was
having a cup of tea and missed it! After all these
climbs I was in first place but still had to climb our
final route. I was last to climb and it was another
technical climb, I was nervous. Although I didn’t top
this one I managed to get further than any other
climber. When the results were posted I was
delighted to have won!
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The efforts of the Scotland South team were
rewarded with a well deserved 4th place. Other
Quickdraw Climbers climbed really well and it was
fantastic that Eilidh was 2nd and Rory 5th. I was
really happy to win but was very tired at the end.
William Bosi
Climber
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My second comp was at Edinburgh and again I got a 480
score, but so did my friend Evan so we had a super-final.
I went first and Evan went second and I won again. The
super-final was the first time I had to go into isolation
and I found it hard waiting for Evan to do his climb.
My third comp was in Glasgow and I topped all the
routes and boulders again. I was really pleased because I
was the only one to top the final route and boulder
problem. The third boulder problem was really hard and
the last move took me a long time to do, but I got it and
everyone cheered! My Dad checked on the internet and
we found out I was the only 8-10 in Britain to score 480
in every round.
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It has been… a very competitive year for me. My first
climbing competition was at “The Peak”, which came off
to a flying start. I topped the first route and so did
everyone else. I was the only one to top the second and
third routes. We all did the first boulder and mostly the
second boulder. I was the only one who did the third
boulder and so I finished with a perfect 480 and 1st
place, so that was my first comp.

In the Scottish final I was climbing with my new friend
Rhys from Inverness. We met the week before when he
was down practising at my place EICA. The routes and
boulder problems were really hard but I got into the
climb-off for a place and on the final route my Dad told
me I was one point from being Scottish Champion… I was
very pleased I had climbed good.
My last comp was in England and we travelled to
Wolverhampton and stayed in a hotel. The competition
was in a place called Wolf Mountain and it was very
busy. I did the first route and nearly topped the second
route. I topped the first boulder problem but the second
problem was very reachy and hard and I didn’t do it. The
last route was brutal and I didn’t do that either but it
didn’t matter. The last boulder problem was really hard
and I nearly got highest on that and my score got me 5th
place. We went back to the hotel and chilled so that
pretty much wraps my year of comps so far!
Rory Whyte
Climber
Photos Courtesy of Will Carroll
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Our journey… to Wolverhampton, England for the British
Finals wasn’t as tricky as we expected. We managed
navigating to the Premier Inn where we and about half
the Scottish and Irish team were staying with only one or
two missed turns. After a filling breakfast the next
morning we headed off to the venue, Wolf Mountain.
The beginning of the day was the most nerve-wracking
for me. I can’t speak for everyone else, but being
squashed into a small top roping area for the prep talk,
along with over a hundred other competitors, set the
general feeling for the rest of the day- excitement and
nervous tension.
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The first two routes for our category were quite hard; the
second boulder was extremely difficult with almost
everyone getting stuck at the third move. The last move
of the first route and in general the second route was
quite difficult, challenging most of the competitors.
Whilst half of us (the 11-13yrs girls) were starting on
routes the other half did the first two boulders and we
did the same thing in the afternoon for our final boulder
and route. Unfortunately this meant Gabi, Kirsten and I
got split up, Gabi doing the bouldering first whilst Kirsten
and I were on top roping, it was alright though, as we
supported each other throughout the day.
All the climbs were really well set and it looked as though
the other groups were being challenged by their routes as
well, the lead routes looking particularly tricky. At the end
of the day Scotland South did amazingly well, almost
everyone placing in the top twenty. Rhiannon came 2nd
in her category, I came 2nd in my category and William
won his.
Overall, I think that the day went really well and as my
first major comp I think I succeeded in doing the best I
could. I would like to say thanks to Scott Forsyth for
coming along and keeping the Scotland team together,
my Mum and all the other parents who support us during
these events.
Eilidh Vass Payne
Climber
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My first… official role as AYC for the Scotland South Area, was a fairly stressful affair, just the matter of a wee trip to Wolverhampton for the
Finals of the British Youth Climbing Series. 25th June 2011, date was set, the kids had battled it out in the regional rounds with the top 3 in
each age category qualifying for the final. So off we went. I knew at this stage that my services would be required to judge on the day, i had
lengthy correspondence with Rob Aide the BMC Competition Officer, unfortunately as is often the case a lack of willing volunteers hampers
planning.
I’ve attended a few finals days over the years and i think its fair to say this one was the one I’ve looked forward to most. I think I was more
nervous than most of the kids! First thing first, quick check at Registration confirmed a full squad had arrived by 0845hrs, much happiness!
Next the small matter of a team photograph, probably not the best decision to ask everyone to move away from the outdoor boulder wall
whilst they were eyeing up the routes to let us take a quick photograph, unfortunately the “quick” part descended into a wee bit longer, in
fairness though, sorting 18 kids into height order in 3 rows does take some planning! it was worth it though brilliant shots of the South and the
North teams resplendent in their fantastic hoodies, which were without doubt the best team kit on display.
My judging duties for the 11-13 Girls route 1. With the kids only having one attempt on a route but 3 attempts on the boulders i managed to
get some spare time to wander around catching up with as many kids as possible. It was clear very early on the route setters had set some
very technical problems, with he first being a little testing, the second a huge bit harder and the 3rd being very, very difficult!
With seamless planning, it was a rap for 1630hrs, a long, tiring day, safe to say its definitely the longest I’ve ever spent in a swimming pool! I
always think it speaks volumes for the ability of the route-setters if the number of “climb offs” and “super-finals” are kept to a minimum, on
this occasion it confirmed what we already knew, because there were none.
The results were counted, verified, ratified and publicised and the new British Champions were known. Scotland South had William Bosi in the
11-13 Boys category romping home in first place, a fantastic achievement and richly deserving of the newest recruit to the GB Team. Well done
William, of course this now means we loose William from the YCS scene as he focuses his sights on domination of the world, we’re gonna miss
you William, congratulations for everything you’ve already achieved, with similar hard work and determination you’ve shown thus far I look
forward to following your climbing exploits.
Scotland South narrowly missed out on equaling the highest team position of 3rd, by 12 points we missed out ending the day in 4th place.
Scott Forsyth
Area Youth Co-ordinator
Scotland South Region
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I really… wanted to go to Imst again this year because I had enjoyed the competition last year. The wall is great to climb
on and the new outside wall was finished, which was only just beginning to be built the previous year. I had moved up an
age category, so I was leading instead of top roping which was more exciting.
I knew I had 43 other girls born in 99 and 98 in my category, and from around 14 different countries. I was looking
forward to meeting up with an Austrian friend, Elena, I had made last year, who said ‘luck good ‘ before every time I
climbed.
I like the way the competition is organised. They have the timetable on the wall, so that you know when each
demonstration of a route will happen, and also when you can have lunch so that you can relax a bit when you are not
climbing.
The running order also stays the same for the first day and so you can watch the climbers and then warm up when you
have around five climbers in front of you still to go, and then tie in ready to climb. I topped my first two climbs but as I
was clipping the last bolt the rope slipped out and I took a really big fall. The belayer had let out a lot of slack and so I fell
around 15 m. I got a bit of a fright and felt a bit shaky afterwards. I then didn’t climb the next two routes very well, they
were very hard but I should have done better on my third route. The last two climbs on the Saturday I felt a bit stronger
but still wished I had done better.
I went for a swim with Angus and my mum and his dad to stretch our muscles and then went for something to eat and
another early night. The next morning we did another warm up with Ian Dun and then I did my own warm up as well
because I had a while to wait for my first climb. We were climbing our last three routes at the same time…
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…Carmel who is in the British team was in the same category as me, climbed the green
route first and then talked me through it. I climbed the yellow and told her all about it. I
felt I climbed the yellow reasonably well, but I still wanted to top it, it was a 7C+!!, the
green was a 7b and my final route was a 7c+. I was timed out on my last 2 routes, I was
just over half way on both of them. We were only given 4 minutes for each route. It
would have been good to have known this before we went to Imst because I had no idea
how to work out what four minutes of climbing felt like.
Overall I came in 30th place, so I was a bit disappointed, I was hoping to be in the top 20,
but my second two routes on the Saturday let me down. I have decided I need to work
on climbing faster, getting over ledges and my overall strength. Imst always seems to
fire me up to train harder and do better next year. I have another year in this category
so roll on 2012. It would be great if more Scottish climbers could go to this comp
Gabriella Stewart
Climber
“M” aka Gabs with Agents Davidson and Bosi
Photo Courtesy of Arlene and Michael Stewart

2. Events… Imst Colours, Austria
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VOLUNTEERS
Quickdraw parents and older climbers continue to volunteer for EICA:
Ratho based competitions including World and European Youth
Championships. Tasks included Judging, Belaying, Camera operation
and runners. Quickdraw parents are currently working with MCofS to
develop a Judges’ training plan to increase the number available.
There is currently no formal qualification for this at any level within
the sport.

COACHING/MENTORING/CLUB DAYS
Over the first 6 months of this year we have organised 29
coaching/mentoring sessions for our different groups of climbers.
With an average session time of 2.5 hours, and with 38 of our
members participating in one or more session, Quickdraw Climbing
Club members have benefited from approximately 476 hours of
coaching/mentoring.
In addition the Club paid for Indoor Club days at Stirling, Edinburgh
Pleasance and Glasgow Climbing Centres in the run up to the MCofS
YCS rounds and the summer programme of Outdoor sessions will see
36 places being offered to improve outdoor climbing skills.
MCofS ENTRY SUBSIDY
Quickdraw has partly subsidised members booking early for MCofS
REALrocks sessions and offered to pay entry fees for all qualifiers for
the MCofS Scottish Youth Climbing Championships 2011 in
recognition of the achievement.

Avril Gall
Membership Secretary

3. Membership Stuff
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CLUB MEMBERSHIP

2011 Age Band - June
Gender

<8

8-10

11-13

14-16

>16

All

F
M
Total

0
0
0

5
4
9

9
9
18

7
5
12

0
3
3

21
21
42

At our 2010 AGM it was recorded that we had 37 members with girls
outnumbering boys 22:15. Over the last 6 months this structure has
changed. Six of our members decided to leave the club (including 4 of our
older girls) and we accepted 11 new members into the club, 8 of which
were boys. As a result we have doubled our 8-10 group and have a perfect
gender split.
GB TEAM

There are currently 4 Quickdraws on the 2011 GB Youth Climbing Team –
Eleanor Hopkins, Rachel Carr (Youth B), Angus Davidson and William Bosi
(Youth C).

Scotland SOUTH Team

Age

8-10

11-13

14-16

Boys

Girls

Declan Currie

Amelia Blunt

Matthew Fall

Emma Davidson

Rory Whyte

Rhiannon Freireich

William Bosi

Kirsten Gray

Ewan Davidson

Eilidh Vass Payne

Sam Harland-Sendra

Gabriella Stewart

Alexander Bosi

Abigail Blunt

Euan King

Megan Saunders

Jamie Drummond

Rebekah Drummond

SCOTTISHYOUTH CLIMBING SQUAD
Following an extremely successful Mountaineering Council of Scotland
(MCofS) Youth Climbing Series (YCS) in Spring 2011 there are now 15
Quickdraws (out of a total 18) on the Scotland South Youth Climbing
Squad. This is a tremendous achievement.
QUICKDRAWS IN NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIONS
Rachel, Alexandra, Gabriella, Angus, Ross, Calum and Alexander all took
part in last December’s Youth Open Climbing Competition in Liverpool.
This competition is used to select the GB Youth Climbing Team. William
was injured and had to wait until the March Team selection event before
securing his place on the 2011 team. Eleanor also injured couldn’t
compete but retained her place.

Quickdraw Climbers

Boys

Girls

Jamie, Angus, Calum and Rachel took part in the BMC British Bouldering
Championships In January with Rachel taking 2nd place in the under 16
comp.
Rachel represented team GB at the European Youth Club at EICA: Ratho in
May
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>16

<8

8-10
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14-16

>16

Angus, William and Gabriella took part in the Imst International Colors
Festival in June finishing 7th, 8th and 30th in their respective age groups - a
great result especially considering it is a leading competition and some of
the final routes were graded 7c+.

3. Membership Stuff

Quickdraw Climbing Club

The Club… started this financial year with a healthy £3000 in the bank
but the planned increase in coaching for the kids and training for the
parents and kids required additional external funding.

£14,000

Quickdraw Climbing Club Cash Flow

Big Lottery
A grant of £5000 was received from the Big Lottery to allow coaching,
climbing events, climbing awards, climbing experiences and parental
training. This grant allowed the Club to provide the planned events: · Regular coaching at the appropriate level provided to the climbers of
all standards in the Club
· First Aid training for 11 parents and one member
· Stage 1 of CWA training for 6 parents
· Outdoor rope skills refresher for parents and children prior to the
outdoor trip to Spain
· Outdoor climbing events at Kirriemuir including MCofS coaching

£12,000
£10,000
£8,000
£6,000
Big Lottery
£4,000

F&C Investment
A grant of £1000 was received from the F&C to support a Climbing
Academy. This activity is planned for the last quarter of 2011

Receipts
£2,000

Payments

MCofS
Grants totalling £414 was provided by MCofS to support NICAS and
CWA training

F&C
£0

Club Fund Raising
The three peaks fund raising event was also held in November 2010
raising a total of over £1000
As can be seen from the charts the combination of the grants received
and fund raising event was over 60% of the Clubs income with the
coaching and training consuming over 80% of the Clubs expenditure.
Even with the high level of coaching and training provided this years
the Club still had £8000 in the bank at the end of July. Although there
will be significant expenditure in the 3rd and 4th quarter of 2011 for
MCofS insurance and the Climbing Academy this highlights that the
current level of monthly donations from the members is almost
matching the Club expenditure and results in a sufficient balance to
allow further climbing events and coaching in the near future.
Quickdraw Climbing Club Income

Quickdraw Climbing Club Expenditure

Annual Fees

Mentoring

Club Kit

Equipment

Coaching

Training

Donations

Climbing Events

MCofS Subscriptions

Expenses

Monthly Donations

Club Kit

Fund Raising

Coaching

Although we currently have sufficient funds to support short term
goals for coaching and climbing events the Club Fund raising events
are still essential to ensure we can plan future events. Increasing the
number of fund raising events in the next year will help the Club to
provide even more coaching and climbing events next year – any
suggestion gratefully received.

Sandy Carr
Treasurer
Climbing Team Steering Group

4. Financial Stuff
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Quickdraw Climbing Club - 2011 Annual Operating Plan (AOP)
When

What

Jan
Monthly Update
Open Actions
Financials

Feb
Monthly Update
Open Actions

Mar
Monthly Update
Open Actions
Financials

Apr
Monthly Update
Open Actions

May
Monthly Update
Open Actions

Jun
Monthly Update
Open Actions
Financials

2011 AOP
Review

Committee

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Monthly Update
Open Actions

Monthly Update
Open Actions

AGM Prep
Monthly Update
Open Actions
Financials

AGM Prep
Monthly Update
Open Actions

AGM
Monthly Update
Open Actions

Midyear
Report

Publish
Midyear
Report

2012 AOP
2012 AOP
Development Review Development Review

MCofS Membership
Annual Membership
Fees

YCS Round 1
Peak Village,
Stirling

Youth Climbing
Series (YCS)

Competitions

Open
Competitions

British Bouldering
Championships
Leading Ladder
2011

YCS Round 3
Glasgow CC

SYCC Final
EICA, Ratho

European Youth
Cup

Team Meeting

BMC Open Youth
Comp

Team Meeting
EICA

Climbing
Team

SYCC

SYCC

SYCC

SYCC

Team Scotland

Coaching

14-16

Coaching

11-13

Coaching

Mentoring

Coaching

Mentoring

Coaching

8-10

Coaching

Mentoring

Coaching

Mentoring

Coaching

Coaching

Motivational
Sessions

Team Meeting

SYCC
SYCC Final Prep

European Youth
Cup *2
World Youth
Climbing
Championships
SYCC

YCS British Final
Prep

Coaching

Leading Ladder
2012

Leading Ladder
2012

European Youth
Bouldering First
Round

British Lead
Climbing
Championships

European Youth
Cup *2

SYCC

SYCC

SYCC

YOC Prep

BMC Youth Open
Comp
Leading Ladder
2012

SYCC

BLCC Prep

Summer Holiday

Summer Holiday

Coaching

Mentoring

Summer Holiday

Summer Holiday

Mentoring

Coaching

Mentoring

Coaching

Mentoring

Summer Holiday

Summer Holiday

Mentoring

Coaching

Mentoring

Coaching

Coaching

Guest Celebrity
Coach

Academy
EICA

Sports Injuries

Sports Psychology
+
NLP

Health and Sport

Nutrition

EICA

EICA

EICA

EICA

Avertical World
Dundee

Indoor - Away

Club Days

2012 AOP
Development
Review

Big Lottery
Big Lottery
End of Grant Report
End of Grant Report
Review and
Approval for
End of Year Report
Submission

Scottish Youth
Bouldering

Guest Celebrity
Coach

Indoor - Home

Monthly Update
Open Actions
Financials

YCS British Final
Wolverhampton

Leading Ladder Leading Ladder Leading Ladder
National Disability
2011
2011
2011 Final

Inaugural 2012
Team Meeting

Team GB

YCS Round 2
Centre for
Sporting
Excellence, The
Pleasance,
Edinburgh

Big Lottery
End of Grant Report
Prep

2012 AOP
Development
Review

Dec

Outdoor

Benny Beg

New Members

Meet n Greet

Meet n Greet

Kirriemuir

Kirriemuir

Meet n Greet

Meet n Greet
2012 Funding
Requirements

Fund-Raising

Calendar Colour Key

Done

Still to Do

Meet n Greet
2012 Funding Pursuit2012 Funding Pursuit

Meet n Greet
2012 Funding
Pursuit

2012 Funding
Pursuit

5. What’s next…
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Sponsors

Contributors
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

Neil McGeachy for being Geek and motivational,
outdoor and indoor days
Mark McGowan for outdoor coaching
Ruairidh McKenzie for indoor coaching
Gaz Parry for indoor coaching
Jonny Stocking for indoor coaching
Jonny Field for mentoring
Nat Berry for mentoring
Rachel Carr for mentoring
Eleanor Hopkins for mentoring
Jamie Drummond for helping set up and strip routes
outdoors
Climbing Team for outdoor, indoor, coaching,
mentoring and competitions
1. Alan Blunt
2. Dave Brown
3. Sandy Carr
4. David Farmer
5. Avril Gall
6. Martin Hopkins
7. Ed Payne
8. Ashley Smith
9. Arlene Stewart
Pippa Plevin for QD website and the excellent photo
shot posts from our events
Scott Forsyth for Scotland South team support at
Wolverhampton
Kevin Howett from McofS for his ongoing support of
Youth Climbing development in Scotland

6. Sponsors and Contributors

